As a top-ranked children's care program affiliated with a renowned medical school, the Department of Pediatrics at Weill Cornell Medicine is dedicated to pursuing pediatric research. We bring together basic medical science and clinical medicine for the advancement of all areas of pediatric health.

Research Programs

- Cardiology Research
- Critical Care Medicine Research
- Endocrinology Research
- Gastroenterology & Nutrition Research
Using genomics and other cutting-edge research approaches, the cross-disciplinary Drukier Institute drives excellence and innovation in pediatrics, seamlessly transforming research breakthroughs into the most advanced, safe and effective pediatric patient care.

Drukier Prize

The Drukier Prize honors an early career pediatrician who, through basic, translational or clinical research, has made important contributions that improve the health of children.

Drukier Lecture

The Drukier Lecture in Children’s Health highlights the latest research and discoveries in the field of pediatric healthcare.
Research Resources

- Joint Clinical Trials Office (JCTO)
- Clinical and Translational Science Center (CTSC)
- Research Animal Resource Center (RARC)
- Weill Cornell Medicine Research
- Institutional Review Board

Research News

**Childhood concussions can have a lasting impact according to pediatric neurologist Dr. Barry Kosofsky**

**JANUARY 23, 2018**

Dr. Barry Kosofsky spoke on concussion impacts for teens.

Read More

**New Study Reveals Nonsurgical Premature Menopause Affects Fertility in Female Childhood Cancer Survivors**

**FEBRUARY 9, 2018**

The study by Dr. Jennifer Levine and colleagues, which is published in *Cancer*, found that women who survived childhood cancer faced an increased risk for nonsurgical premature menopause, resulting in lower rates of live birth for female survivors in their 30s. ...

Read More
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